In order to evaluate the error of the Runge-Kutta (RK) algorithm used in real-time simulation and apply it to real-time simulation problems with dense output, based on the ODE45 with maximum stability region and least truncation error, this paper adopts a variable step-size strategies and derives a relative ODE35 RK algorithm(a combination of a third-and fifth-order method) to solve error estimation problem. Further, it is extended as the continuous RK algorithm. Thus it can not only be used for real-time simulation, but also be applied to non-real-time variable step-size simulation.
Introduction
The single-step explicit Runge-Kutta(RK) algorithm is one of the extensively adopted algorithms in various engineering problems. The ODE45 RK algorithm suggested in [1] , with the minimum truncation error coefficients when stability region is maximum, is the best numerical integration algorithm both in speed and accuracy. Usually, to estimate the error, a RK algorithm with lower order should be found and the step-size be varied, so it's necessary to determine the corresponding ODE35 RK algorithm.
In addition, some real-time simulations would observe dense output, namely the distance between the output time points is very small. To obtain the solution on these time points, the usual way is shrinking the step-size. However, it disturbs the control of size-step, increases calculation time and introduces larger rounding error. In order to overcome these shortcomings, it's necessary to deduce the continuous RK algorithm which can give solutions of all interval time points .
ODE35 RK algorithm
Consider a differential equation
The ODE45 RK algorithm with the minimum truncation error coefficients when stability region is maximum given in [2] is: 
Where
The accuracy of (2) can reach fourth-order. To get the local truncation error estimation of 1 n y + to realize variable step-size calculation, and to make sure real-time simulation effective, it's necessary to determine the corresponding ODE35 RK algorithm.
The coefficients in ODE35 should satisfy the following condition [ 
In literature [3] , Lambert gives the stability function of s-level p-order algorithm:
Then the stability equation of ODE35 is: 
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The optimization calculation of the stability region and truncation error then can be carried out by (5) -(8). Considering the coefficients of RK, the stability region is 13.548, and the truncation error is 0.03468779, c5=0.05329989.
Substituting the above c5 into (3) we receive the ODE35 RK algorithm (RTRK3 for short):
( ) In literature [5] , 1 n y + has a smaller truncation error coefficient, and the fourth-order variable step-size RKL4 (3) algorithm is successfully applied to simulation of self-renovation controlling system on fighters. However, the fourth-order variable size-step RK algorithm formed by (2) and (9) has larger stability region and smaller truncation error, making it more applicable. To make it even more extensively used, it's necessary to expand it to continuous RK algorithm couplet.
Deduction of continuous RK algorithm
As the coefficients i a and ij b in continuous RK algorithm have no relations with θ , thus in ( To match the accuracy of calculation nodes and that of non calculation nodes, it's required the accuracy of (13)be third-order, and 
Substituting the corresponding coefficients of i k we have (17) By now we get the fourth-order continuous RK algorithm couplet consisting of (2), (13) and (16), with minimum truncation error when the stability region is maximum.
Analysis on calculation examples
As to continuous algorithm, we mainly concern with whether the accuracy of calculation nodes matches with that of non calculation nodes. Consider the dynamic simulation of a marine propulsion model Where the accurate solution y(t) is got by fifth-order RKF algorithm [11] with small step-size and calculated by double precision. The simulation result is calculated by single precision, N is the total number of steps. From Table 1 we can see that there are no obvious differences between the accuracy of solutions on nodes and that on non nodes when using (13). Their accuracies are higher than that obtained by RK4 algorithm. It indicates that the simulation result of the non nodes is valuable and the algorithm is applicable in continuous system simulation.
Conclusion
By analysis on Runge-Kutta method we find out the ODE35 RK algorithm which belongs to fifth-order variable step-size RK algorithm and can be applied to error estimation problems. The output of simulation results on non calculation nodes in variable step-size simulation is also solved. In this paper we give a fourth-order continuous RK algorithm couplet with minimum truncation error when the stability region is maximum. The simulation experiments show that this algorithm is better than other fourth-order algorithms.
